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Eaglet News
This week in Reception we had an unusual visitor! A cheeky pirate came into
Ladybirds and Butterflies and took some of our toys! Thankfully on Thursday
they left us a treasure map and we carefully followed it and found our
belongings. This inspired us to make lots of pirate themed crafts such as hats,
telescopes and treasure maps.
Nursery were also in a pirate-frenzy this week, listening to lots of stories and
learning plenty of new vocabulary. We are becoming very interested in our
online journals, and have been enjoying looking at them and sharing our
learning with our friends. The chance to have their work recorded in their
journals has been very motivating! We continue to enjoy seeing the children’s
home learning through Tapestry.

Upcoming Events
26th November & 3rd DecemberParents evening
27th November – Reception stay and
Play
29th November – Pirate day
5th December – Reception trip to
Putney
18th December Ladybirds Christmas
performance
19th December Butterflies Christmas
performance
20th December Nursery Christmas
performance

Stars of the week
Pirate day (Nursery & Reception)
To celebrate the end of our topic early years will be holding a Pirate day on Thursday
29thNovember. On this day we would like the children to come to school dressed as a pirate.
This could be as simple as wearing a bandana or eye patch or a full pirate costume.

Nursery – Bella

Reception school trip
5th

On Wednesday
December both reception classes will be going on a trip to Kids stuff toy
shop in Putney. We will be looking at the prices of toys and getting inspiration for our Christmas
role play area. Thank you for those who have volunteered. If you would like to volunteer
please speak to your class rep.

RO – Ashaya

Nativity costumes (Reception)
Please check your child’s book bag for a letter regarding their costumes for the Christmas
performance.

RC – Viviene
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

Next week
Physical Development
We will be moving in different ways as we will all complete a pirate’s obstacle
course.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be focusing on the book ‘The Night Pirates’
Mathematics
We will be taking a first look at adding and subtracting.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be using junk modelling to create our own pirate ships.
Understanding the World
Will be using different healthy foods to make pirate faces.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

Lovely collaborative mark making to create a large-scale treasure
map.

Next week
Physical Development
We will be moving in different ways as we will all complete a pirate’s obstacle
course.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be concentrating on using adjectives to describe pirate characters
through a range of texts.
Mathematics
We will be using shapes appropriately to make pirates.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be using junk modelling to create our own pirate ships.
Understanding the World
Will be exploring floating and sinking.
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